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Photodynamic Therapy(also known as PDT) is a minimally invasive treatment method
for use in wide range of disease characterized by hyperproliferating cells. Using a

photosensitizing drug(which is selectively absorbed by neoplastic or cancerous tissue)
and a non-thermal laser light with a specific wavelength, PDT can selectively destroy
targeted tissues through the subsequent radical reactions caused by singlet oxygen
which is generated from the molecular oxygen in the mitochondria of tumor cell. In
addition, PDT may be used to treat non-obstructive cancer in patients who are not
desire a surgical approach. 

[ What is Photodynamic Therapy? ]

-  PDT- induced target tissue destruction requires the presence of oxygen and is

thought to be due to the production of singlet oxygen for direct cytotoxic effect;

a microvascular shutdown effect is also observed that results in tumor death

from oxygen starvation(ischemic necrosis). Vascular endothelium may

selectively take up photosensitizer within tumor tissue.

-  Singlet oxygen generated by a photochemical reaction between a

photosensitizer and a non-thermal laser light can form superoxide and hydroxy

radical, and the subsequent radical reactions begin to destroy tumor cells

without affecting healthy cells. Tumor death also occurs through ischematic

necrosis secondary to vascular occlusion that appears to be partly mediated by

thromboxane A2 release. 

-  The diseased cells die; their remains are broken down by metabolic processes. 

Cell Death Mechanism 
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Mechanism of PDT - Mediated Tumor Destruction
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Photodynamic Therapy System

-  A intravenous injection of photosensitizer is given to a patient over 3 to 5

minutes at 2mg/kg body weight. 

-  48 hours after injection of photosensitizer, Laxcell D5000(PDD) system is

applied endoscopically to the targeted organ for detecting the location of tumor

cell. 

- Laser light from the Laxcell T3000 Laser is directed to tumor cells after

identifying the location of tumor. 

-  Light from a Laxcell T3000 laser will activate photosensitizer within the

cancerous cells, tumor cells will be destroyed by the photochemical reaction. 

Treatment Procedure 

* The laser light through a fiberoptic guide that is passed through an endoscope that is
placed down a throat. The application of light takes anywhere from 5 to 30 minutes
depending on the tumor amount a doctor wants to treat. For many patients the entire
procedure takes under one hour. 

Day1. Dye Injection 

PDD PDT

Day3. PDD & PDT

White light image Fluorescence image Pre PDT Post PDT
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-  Precancer 

-  Early and superficial forms of tumors 

-  Early second primaries of tumors 

-  Superficial residual & recurrent tumors 

-  Advanced tumor and MTS 

Indications 

Cylindrical type Flat cut type Interstitial type Balloon type

Semi Cylindrical type Side bevel type Microlens type Multi-interstitial type

Treatment Methods and Fider Optics
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Photodynamic Therapy System

[ Excellences of Laxcell T3000 ]

LAXCELL T3000 system has three radiation modes basically. The three radiation

modes were designed in consideration of thermal relaxation & oxygen recovery

time, and are unique advantages only LAXCELL T3000 system enjoy in the world. 

- More penetration depth of tissue than for C.W light

(The penetration of light into the dosimeters is higher for pulse and burst pulse

laser light than for C.W light, which is consistent with transient population

changes lowering the average absorption coefficient of medium.)

-  The thermal relaxation time was designed to prevent tissue thermal damages

that may be caused by long time treatments with continuous wave mode. 

-  Oxygen recovery time means the waiting time required to recover oxygen

saturation in tumor to adequate level, which was decreased by photodynamic

reactions. 

In this regard the LAXCELL T3000 system can maximize the photodynamic

therapy effects for cancer and can select the pulse or burst pulse to prevent

normal tissue damages and to increase the SpO2 by applying above two factors. 

Three radiation modes to maximize the PDT effects

In LAXCELL T3000, by applying touch

screen based interface, users can

operate this system conveniently in

accordance with guide program even if

they are not familiar with manual. 

Convenient operation with touch screen 

Oxygen Recovery Time Tissue Temperatures with each radiation mode
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An internal power meter for calibration of output power, enabling accurate dosing

of the patient. Turning on the system, the internal power meter calibrates the

output power.

Automatic power calibration

In each radiation mode, if radiation time is set after setting output power, the

energy value is automatically calculated. If energy value is set after setting output

power, the radiation time is automatically calculated. 

Automatic calculation of total energy or radiation time. 

Up to 1.5W optical power(at the fiber end) 

Wavelength : 630~670nm

Three radiation modes(CW, Pulse, Burst pulse) for safe and effective treatment 

Automatic calibration of output power with an internal power meter

Automatic calculation of output energy or radiation time 

Convenient operation with LCD touch screen 

Radiation status monitoring 

[ Key feature ]

LAXCELL T3000 is a portable laser system with high performance function and

safety for patients and was manufactured in priority consideration of technical

excellences and convenience for clinicians. 

High performance function and safety for clinicians 
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Photodynamic Therapy System

[ Clinical Application  ]

[ Accessories ]
Fiber Optic cables(Flat cut, Cylindrical, Micro lens),

Foot switch, Safety Goggle, Power cable

Skin, oral cavity, esophagus, stomach, lungs, 

mammary gland, urinary bladder and rectum, etc.

[ Technical specification ]

Material Semiconductor laser diode

Output power 10~1500mW

Wavelength 630~670nm +/-3nm (User choice)

Radiating time range 1msec~6000sec

Radiation Mode C.W, Pulse, Burst pulse

Beam delivery Flexible light fiber

Output optical connector SMA 905 standard

Fiber optic diffusers Direct, cylindrical, spherical, interstitial, macro lens,

micro lens, balloon

Indicator 5.7” LCD Touch screen

Control Touch panel, Foot switch, Key switch, Emergency

switch, Inter-lock switch

Calibration Automatic power calibration

(Built in internal power meter)

System cooling Air-cooling

Input voltage 110/220-260 VAC

Input frequency range 50/60 Hz

Maximum power consumption 250W

Dimensions 410 X 520 X 200 (W X H X D)

Weight 15kg
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